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ADDENDUM No. 1

**** Important Notice to Vendors ****

SOLICITATION NO.: 582-20-14416

FOR

TxVEMP LEVL2 Grants Program – Application Form (TCEQ - 20878) and Application Instructions

GRANT APPLICATIONS DUE: September 9, 2021 5:00 p.m. CST

This Addendum to the TxVEMP LEVL2 Grants Program serves to amend Form 4: Equipment Information, Number 1, of the Application Form (TCEQ - 20878) and Form 4: Equipment Information of the Application Instructions to include a section for number of vehicles charged simultaneously at the charging unit.

The following items are changed for Solicitation 582-20-14416.

**Application Form (TCEQ - 20878)**

Item A. Application Form (TCEQ - 20878), Form 4: Equipment Information, 1.

Equipment Information, now reads:

1. **Equipment Information**

| Description: | |
| Estimated Cost Per Unit: | |
| How many vehicles will this equipment be capable of charging simultaneously (two-vehicle minimum)? | |

**Application Instructions**

Item B. Application Instructions, Form 4: Equipment Information, 1. Equipment Information, now reads:

1. **Equipment Information**
   - Description: Enter the type of equipment
   - Estimated Cost Per Unit: Enter the estimated full cost of this activity.
   - Enter the number of vehicles that can be charged with a single unit (each unit must have at least two charging plugs).